INTRODUCTION
In many computer vision and image processing applications the fundamental task performed on image data is image segmentation, to process the foreground objects in order to explore the features. A well-known technique for image segmentation is thresholding, accuracy of segmentation is depends upon the process which is based on the gray level histogram. It is essential to find the threshold value to group into two well defined non-overlapping subsets. For a well-defined image its histogram has a deep valley between two peaks. To locate the threshold valley region is the best place in bimodal histogram images because both peaks mostly representing the object and back ground pixels but it is not applicable for all types of images. M any thresholding methods have been found in literature [1] [2] [3] , still it is an area where the research is alive. Otsu [4] proposed discrimination analysis to find the threshold, failing in many cases where there is no much discrimination in image foreground and back ground intensities. Otsu derived threshold based on several statistical measures on image like mean, variance and standard deviation. Shannon introduced information theory based on concept of entropy [5] , Pun [6] first applied this concept of entropy to thresholding, Kapur et.al. proposed a method by improving the work of Pun [7] . This idea is further generalized to Renyi"s entropy [8] [9] and Tsallis"s entropy [10] [11] . Yang Xiao et.al further improvised the same work with three dimensional image histogram by considering local properties of image, named gray level spatial correlation Histogram (GLSC) [12] since too more time complexity with the two dimensional histogram [13] approaches. We propose a novel approach by taking the discrimination analysis of Otsu to find spatial correlation measure, and using the same in construction of Three-dimensional GLSC histogram. The missing probability due to floating precision is found in generating the normalized histogram is taken into account and equally distributed. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: section 2 describes the existing method; section 3 describes the proposed method, section 4 shows comparative results and improved yielding of our method and section 5 ends up with conclusion.
EXISTING METHOD
Spatial correlation histogram differentiates two images in which the frequencies of intensities are exactly same, but they differ in their placements, where two dimensional histograms fail. Therefore different images with identical two-dimensional histogram will result in the same threshold value. To overcome the problem GLSC histogram is constructed by considering the similarity in neighborhood pixels with some adaptive threshold value as similarity measure (ζ) common to entire image.
Let f(x,y) be the gray level intensity of image at (x,y). 
GLSC histogram is constructed with the correlated probability at different gray level intensities from equations (1) and (2) as follows.
h(k,m)=P(f(x,y)==k and g(x,y)==m) (
Where, P is the gray level correlation probability computed for all pixels with intensity k є G with correlation m є {1,2,..NXN} and histogram is normalized [12] . As author discussed in [12] with similarity measure =4 and N=3 the existing method giving its best results.
Kapur, et. al. [7] Entropic function is used as criterion function in estimation of threshold on GLSC histogram instead of 2D gray level histogram with a defined weight for the taken map N=3, and corresponding correlation values from the equations (4) and (5).
where, ф(t,N) is the entropic criterion function, H O (t,n) and H B (t,n) are entropies associated with object and background respectively.
PROPOSED METHOD
The results of the above discussed method are encouraging, introducing spatial correlation into threshold selection conceptually sounding good and the impact of GLSC histogram in entropy computation open new avenues. We observe Yang Xiao et.al. Considered only local properties of the image and stated similarity measure ( ) as constant at 4 producing reasonable results. Still this technique can be extended further, by taking global properties into account along with local properties. In entropy computations the combined probability distributions of both object and background should be a unit, in our observation due to floating precision some amount is missing in both object and back ground probabilities, which should be distributed equally across the probability function p(k,m). The optimum threshold t* is derived by maximizing the entropic criterion function ф(t,N) from equations (4), (5) as t * = Arg max ф(t,N). From equation (5) H O ,H B are entropies associated with object and back ground distribution
And H B (t,N)= -
Where, is a non linear function applied to GLSC histogram elements for entropic calculation derived as.
= (8)
Where, N is any positive odd number in range [3, min(Q/2,R/2)] and m є {1,2,…..NxN}, Fig (1) shows a plot when N=3
Missing probability Redistribution
Probability function p(k, m) is calculated with pixel correlation in neighborhood at each gray level intensity is a major component, are the associated probabilities of object and background used in equations (6) and (7) Where, But, we observe that equation (10) is failing due to the floating precision and there found to be a Δp error, which is equally distributed across the p(k,m) to improve threshold selection criterion.
Δp = 1 -
Improved probability function (I,j) = 
With the equation (12) we calculate to threshold image at t as follows
The two disjoint sets corresponding to object and background are O , B are partitioned from set corresponding to entire image with t. the probability distribution associated with object and background are given by (13) (14)
Where, P A (t)= and P B (t)=1-P A (t)
GLSC Histogram with varying
We construct GLSC Histogram with varying similarity measure ( ) by taking local and global properties of image to rationalize the process, where as Yang Xiao et. al. suggested a constant value 4. We follow a procedure to calculate for every NXN map, with the help of Otsu"s discrimination analysis to measure image global and local characteristic C g and C l respectively. =2*|C g -C l | (15) whole and local NXN map, when compared with the other statistical methods such as mean, variance and standard deviation. The GLSC histogram using the new with equations (1) and (2) is computed. Fig 2.(a) shows "cameraman.tif' for which 2D, GLSC and Improved GLSC Histograms are computed and shown in fig  2. (b),2.(c) and 2.(d) respectively. In 2D histogram the two p eaks represents object and background, in GLSC histogram the same are represented in 3D, which gives the information about spatial correlation. But it fails to identify the ambiguous region, which is well defined in improved GLSC histogram and it offers profound choice to maximize entropy based criterion function. We observe from these two histograms more probability distribution across the image spectrum in our method than existing one, hence it helps Shannon"s entropy to obtain optimal threshold t * .
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
To illustrate the performance of the proposed methodology we consider 19 images as an image set having similar and dissimilar gray level histogram characteristics, varying from uni-model to multimodal as shown in fig 3 and gold standard ground truth images are generated manually to measure a parameter efficiency (η) based on misclassification error [2] . 
CONCLUSION
In this paper a segmentation approach based on improved GLSC histogram is presented, by deriving varying similarity measure and probability error redistribution. The main difference between our work and yang Xiao"s proposition is in construction of GLSC Histogram. The nonlinear characteristics of the image which are based on human perception are considered in computing correlation matrix g(x,y). GLSC Histogram possesses some advantage over 2D histogram. However, with constant the process suffers under the conditions where different background brightness intensities effecting the object characteristics. Computer vision system doesn"t yield the same perception response to absolute brightness difference. Hence we derived a variable similarity measure using statistical approach. Efficiency of threshold selection is demonstrated with experimental results. We assume a reasonable contrast enhancement for low contrast images. Performance evolution is carried out with the help of misclassification error on proposed work, GLSC, Otsu"s and Kapur"s entropy methods. As future work, Ultra fuzziness a fuzzy measure of type II fuzzy set is used instead of Shannon"s entropy while computing the optimal threshold. 6.
